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Despite a couple decades of progress on various 

technologies to support both digital preservation 

and description of archival materials, we’ve seen 

relatively little progress* on software support for 

the core activities of selection and appraisal. 

* This doesn’t mean no progress.  See paper for references to relevant work.



Two Fundamental Differences from 
Appraisal of Analog Materials

1. digital materials exist at multiple levels of 
representation 

2. “machine-readability” of digital materials



Level Label Explanation

8 Aggregation of objects Set of objects that form an aggregation that is meaningful 

encountered as an entity

7 Object or package Object composed of multiple files, each of which could also 

be encountered as individual files

6 In-application rendering As rendered and encountered within a specific application

5 File through filesystem Files encountered as discrete set of items with associate 

paths and file names

4 File as “raw” bitstream Bitstream encountered as a continuous series of binary 

values

3 Sub-file data structure Discrete “chunk” of data that is part of a larger file

2 Bitstream through I/O 

equipment

Series of 1s and 0s as accessed from the storage media 

using input/output hardware and software (e.g. controllers, 

drivers, ports, connectors)

1 Raw signal stream through 

I/O equipment

Stream of magnetic flux transitions or other analog 

electronic output read from the drive without yet interpreting 

the signal stream as a set of discrete values (i.e. not 

treated as a digital bitstream that can be directly read by 

the host computer)

0 Bitstream on physical 

medium

Physical properties of the storage medium that  are 

interpreted as bitstreams at Level 1

Digital Resources - Levels of Representation
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Level Examples

Aggregation of objects Browsing the contents of an archival collection using a finding 

aid

Object or package Viewing a web page that contains several files, including 

HTML, a style sheet and several images

In-application rendering Using Microsoft Excel to view an .xls file, watching an online 

video by using a Flash viewer

File through filesystem Viewing contents of a folder using Windows Explorer, typing 

“ls” at the Unix command prompt to show the contents of a 

directory

File as “raw” bitstream Opening an individual file in a hex editor

Sub-file data structure Extracting a tagged data element in an XML  document or 

value of a field in a relational database

Bitstream through I/O 

equipment

Connecting a hard drive to a host computer and then 

generating a sector-by-sector image of the disk using Unix dd

command

Raw signal stream through 

I/O equipment

Connecting a floppy drive to a host computer and then 

generating a magnetic flux transition image of the disk

Bitstream on physical medium Using a high-power microscope and camera to take a picture 

of the patterns of magnetic charges on the surface of a hard 

drive or pits and lands on an optical disk

Interaction Examples

http://www.pagetable.com/?p=32

http://www.weihenstephan.org/~michaste/temp/pagetable/apple1basic.mp3
http://www.pagetable.com/?p=32
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Veeco Instruments. http://www.veeco.com/library/nanotheater_detail.php?type=application&id=78&app_id=34
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“Machine-Readability” of 
Digital Materials

• Archivists can use software to identify, 
extract and manipulate patterns in and 
between records in ways that would not 
be feasible with analog



Themes from Capture Lab 
2015 Appraisal Breakout

• numerous data elements within born-digital 
materials that could be better used to 
support more effective and efficient 
appraisal processes

• appraisal is not a specific point in a workflow 
but instead happens at numerous points 
throughout the process. 

• My conclusion: rather than trying to develop 
one, monolithic system devoted specifically 
to selection and appraisal, instead 
incorporate these tools and methods into 
environments where library, archives and 
museum (LAM) professionals are carrying 
out workflows more generally



 Funded by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

 Phase 1: October 1, 2011 – September 30, 2013

 Phase 2 – October 1, 2013 – September 30, 2014

 Partners: 

 School of Information and Library Science (SILS) at 

UNC

 Maryland Institute for Technology in the Humanities 

(MITH)



BitCurator Goals

 Develop a system for collecting 

professionals that incorporates the 

functionality of open-source digital forensics 

tools

 Address two fundamental needs not usually 

addressed by the digital forensics industry:

incorporation into the workflow of 

archives/library ingest and collection 

management environments

provision of public access to the data



https://bitcurator.net/code-to-community/

https://bitcurator.net/code-to-community/


BitCurator Environment

 Bundles, integrates and extends functionality (primarily 

data capture and reporting) of open source software:  

fiwalk, bulk extractor, Guymager, The Sleuth Kit, sdhash

and others

 Can be run as:

 Self-contained environment (based on Ubuntu Linux) 

running directly on a computer (installed via ISO 

image)

 Self-contained Linux environment in a virtual machine 

using e.g. Virtual Box or VMWare

 As individual components run directly in your own 

Linux environment or (whenever possible) Windows 

environment



https://github.com/BitCurator/bitcurator-distro/wiki/Releases

https://github.com/BitCurator/bitcurator-distro/wiki/Releases


BitCurator Consortium

 Continuing home for hosting, stewardship and support of 
BitCurator (and BitCurator Access) tools and associated user 
engagement

 Administrative home: Educopia Institute

 Funding based on membership dues

 Institutions as members, with two categories of membership: 
Charter and General

 The most important member benefit is assurance that the 
BitCurator software will persist in future years

https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/

https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/




BitCurator-Supported Workflow

See: https://bitcurator.net

Acquisition

Reporting

Redaction

Metadata Export

https://bitcurator.net/




Example of Software Write Blocking – Mounted Devices set to Read-Only by Default



Main Acquisition Interface for Guymager







Mounting a Forensically Packaged Disk Image in the BitCurator 

Environment



Exporting Files from a Disk Image



Identifying Potentially Sensitive Data using Bulk Extractor - Scanning Options

See: http://www.forensicswiki.org/wiki/Bulk_extractor

http://www.forensicswiki.org/wiki/Bulk_extractor


Histogram of Email Addresses (Specific Instances in Context on Right)



Generating BitCurator Reports



• Provenance metadata - about the disk capture process

• Technical metadata - about the specific storage partition(s) on the disk



• Provenance metadata - about the disk capture process
• Technical metadata - about the specific storage partition(s) on the disk



Exporting Filesystem Metadata - Output from fiwalk (XML)



https://github.com/dfxml-working-group/dfxml_schema



PREMIS (Preservation) Metadata Generated from Running 

BitCurator Tools – Recorded as PREMIS Events



Various Specialized BitCurator Reports



Previously discussed tasks (fiwalk, annotated features and reports) can also be run 

all at once using the “Run All” tab



Other Functionality to Meet Identified User Needs:

Function Tool(s)

Identify duplicate files FSLint

Characterize files FITS, FIDO

Scan for viruses ClamTK

Examine, copy and extract information from old Mac disks HFS Utilities (including HFS 

Explorer)

Capture AV file metadata MediaInfo, FFProbe

Extract text from older binary (.doc) Word files antiword

Read contents of Mircosoft Outlook PST files readpst

Examine embedded header information in images pyExifToolGUI

Generate images of problematic disks or particular disk types 

(I addition to Guymager

dd, dcfldd, ddrescue, cdrdao (for 

audio CDs)

Extract and analyze data from Windows Registry files regripper

Identify files that are partially similar but not identical sdhash, ssdeep

Package files for storage and/or transfer BagIt (Java) library, Bagger 

File preview (left-click on file then hit space bar) gnome-sushi



Other Functionality to Meet Identified User Needs (Continued):

Function Tool(s)

Play and examine metadata from AV media files VLC media player

Damaged/lost partition recovery TestDisk

Damaged/lost file recovery PhotoRec

Identify the filesystem on a disk disktype

Index and search for keywords in documents recoll

Find blacklist data by using hashes calculated from hash 

blocks

hashdb

Generate hashes of files and blocks GTK Hash, md5deep, md5sum

Compare hashes of files to hashes in the National Software 

Reference Library (NSRL) of known system files

nsrllookup

View and edit bytestreams (hex editor) Bless Hex Editor, GHex



Documenting and Supporting 
Specific Workflows



Five Sources of Workflow Examples

Martin J. Gengenbach, “’The Way We Do it Here’: Mapping Digital Forensics 

Workflows in Collecting Institutions,” A Master’s Paper for the M.S. in L.S 

degree. August 2012.

http://digitalcurationexchange.org/system/files/gengenbach-forensic-workflows-

2012.pdf

AIMS Work Group, “AIMS Born-Digital Collections: An Inter-Institutional Model 

for Stewardship,” January 2012. 

http://www2.lib.virginia.edu/aims/whitepaper/AIMS_final.pdf

Digital Sustainability Lab – Massachusetts Institute of Technology

http://www.dpworkshop.org/sites/default/files/DCM-Pipeline_28Apr2015.pdf

Workflows, BitCurator Consortium. https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/workflows

OSSArcFlow

https://educopia.org/research/ossarcflow

http://digitalcurationexchange.org/system/files/gengenbach-forensic-workflows-2012.pdf
http://www2.lib.virginia.edu/aims/whitepaper/AIMS_final.pdf
http://www.dpworkshop.org/sites/default/files/DCM-Pipeline_28Apr2015.pdf
https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/workflows
https://educopia.org/research/ossarcflow


Martin J. Gengenbach, “’The Way We Do it Here’: Mapping Digital Forensics Workflows in Collecting Institutions,” A Master’s 

Paper for the M.S. in L.S degree. August, 2012.



AIMS Work Group, “AIMS Born-Digital Collections: An Inter-Institutional Model for Stewardship,” January 2012. 



Kari Smith, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
http://www.dpworkshop.org/sites/default/files/DCM-Pipeline_28Apr2015.pdf

http://www.dpworkshop.org/sites/default/files/DCM-Pipeline_28Apr2015.pdf


https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/workflows

https://bitcuratorconsortium.org/workflows


https://educopia.org/research/ossarcflow

https://educopia.org/research/ossarcflow




• Two-year project (October 1, 2014 –
September 30, 2016) at School of Information 
and Library Science, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill

• Funded by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

• Developing open-source software to support 
access to disk images. Core areas of focus: 
– Tools and reusable libraries to support web access services for disk 

images

– Analyzing contents of file systems and associated metadata

– Redacting complex born-digital objects (disk images)

– Emulated access to data from disk images



BitCurator Access Redaction Tools

• Software to redact strings and byte sequences identified in 
disk images

• Three types of redaction actions: 
– SCRUB (overwrite the bytes in the target with zeroes),
– FILL (overwrite by filling with a given character),
– FUZZ (altering the content of a binary, so it can no longer 

run). 
• Best used through a command-line interface but also include a 

graphic user interface (GUI) that supports the same functions
• Python API allowing institutions to develop custom redaction 

facilities using open-source tools including lightgrep

https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-access-redaction

https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-access-redaction


http://bw-fla.uni-freiburg.de/demos.html

Emulation  

as a  

Service

http://bw-fla.uni-freiburg.de/demos.html


• Funded by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation: October 1, 2016 

– September 30, 2018

• Develop software for collecting institutions to extract, 

analyze, and produce reports on features of interest in text 

extracted from born-digital materials 

• Use existing natural language processing (NLP) software 

libraries to identify and report on items likely to be relevant 

to ongoing preservation, information organization, and 

access

• May include entities (e.g. persons, places, and 

organizations), potential relationships among entities (e.g. 

appear together within documents or set of documents), 

and topic models to provide insight into how concepts are 

naturally clustered within the documents.



Several Toolsets in Development

BitCurator Access Webtools
– Browse file systems contained in disk images on the web
– Recently refactored and updated to improve support for collections of arbitrary size, 

extract text from common formats, build full-text index
– https://www.github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-access-webtools

Topic modeling of disk image contents (bitcurator-nlp-gentm)
– Automated file extraction, text extraction and postprocessing (stemming, 

lemmatization, stopword removal, etc) via The Sleuth Kit, textract and GraphLab
– LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) for topic discovery and visualization via pyLDAvis
– https://www.github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-gentm

Entity identification and reporting for heterogeneous file collections (bitcurator-nlp-entspan)
– Automated text extraction and postprocessing via textract and spaCy
– Rapid query and reporting on per-document entity presence and entity distribution
– https://www.github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-entspan

https://www.github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-access-webtools
https://www.github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-gentm
https://www.github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-entspan


BitCurator Access Webtools













Entity type Description

PERSON People

NORP Nationalities, religious, and political groups.

FACILITY Buildings, airports, highways, bridges, etc.

ORG Companies, agencies, and institutions.

GPE Countries, cities, and states.

LOC Locations other than GPE (e.g. mountain ranges, bodies of water)

PRODUCT Objects other than services (e.g. devices, foods)

EVENT Historical events (e.g. cultural, weather, conflicts)

WORK_OF_ART Titles of works of art

LANGUAGE Named languages

Additional feature types Description

DATE Dates or periods (absolute / relative)

TIME Time periods less than a day

PERCENT Percentages (also marked by ‘%’)

MONEY Monetary values, including by unit

QUANTITY Weight, distance, other measurements

ORDINAL E.g ‘first’, ‘second’

CARDINAL Numeral identifiers other than those typed above



For a sample set 

of several 

hundred files 

from the 

GovDocs

corpus, in 

clockwise order 

from top left:

• Entity types

• Persons

• Organizations

• Geopolitical 

entities





Tolerate some 

noise / errors in 

access copies



Entities tagged by DisplaCy can be located in 
other documents via the full-text index…







BitCurator NLP / Topic Modeling 
Tools





Sources and Development Info

BitCurator in-development and past software projects on 
GitHub:

https://bitcurator.github.io

https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-access-webtools

https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-gentm

https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-entspan

https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-access-webtools
https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-gentm
https://github.com/bitcurator/bitcurator-nlp-entspan


Conclusions

• Selection and appraisal are vital functions of 
archives that CAS could help to advance

• Human judgements based on a variety of 
social, institutional and technical factors. 

• Replacing such judgements with software is 
neither desirable nor realistic. 

• Enhancing and better supporting selection 
and appraisal is a goal worthy of further 
research and development.


